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A complete menu of Go! Go! Curry from New York City covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Go! Go! Curry:
Decently filling, flavorful curry, and well fried chicken, would have liked to see a slightly adjusted curry flavor but

not many complaints overall, decent price $14). read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside
and eat in nice weather. What Marcus Hyde doesn't like about Go! Go! Curry:

Food was pretty good but the prices and portions make no sense. A single fish Katsu is 5.95. We ordered a
combo (large) which costs 15.95, a miso soup which costs 2.95 and a soda which was 2.50 (I believe). Total

came to like 23 dollars and then 28 with tip.I figured if we were spending incrementally more for a combo (nearly
three times the price) than the single Katsu piece we would get a significantly larger portio... read more. Go! Go!

Curry from New York City is the perfect place if you want to try delightful American menus like burgers or
barbecue, Furthermore, the customers love the successful combination of different dishes with new and partially

experimental products - a good example of successful Asian Fusion. meals are prepared typically in the Asian
style, It's possible to chill out at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Appet�er
TEMPURA

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Munchie�
SHRIMP TEMPURA

Chicke�
CHICKEN KATSU

FRIED CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

MISO

EGG

SAUSAGE
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